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Abstract--Following a general theorem concerning the relationship between the first two conditional 
moments of some random variables and the distribution ofthe conditioning random vector, we derive 
differential equations which involve the conditional regression and covariance of the mean square 
derivative ofthe process {Wt} and the finite dimensional densities of this process. We use these quations 
to define a subclass of m.s. differentiable processes having smooth conditional moments and finite 
dimensional densities and having the property that the first two conditional moments identify a given 
process completely. Among these are processes having linear first moments. We show that under some 
differentiability assumptions these processes have lliptically contoured distributions. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
In 1983 Plucifiska [1] showed that for a given process { Wt; t e T} (T being a segment or union of 
segments of real line), if E(Wsl W,, . . . .  , W,n ), s, tt . . . . .  the T, is a linear function of W,~ . . . . .  W,~ 
and cov(Ws, WulW,~ . . . . .  W,n), s,u, tl . . . . .  tneT, is nonrandom, then {W,;teT} must be 
Gaussian provided some additional conditions concerning covariance function K(s,u) of 
{W,; t e T} are satisfied. In 1984, Wesolowski [2] weakened the technical conditions imposed by 
Plucifiska reducing them, in essence, to continuity. In 1986 Bryc [3] showed that if 
E(W~I W,, . . . . .  W,n ) is linear and cov(Ws, Wu[ W,~ . . . . .  W~ ) is either nonrandom or of a special 
form depending on a mutual relationship between s, u, h . . . .  , tn, then { W,} must be Poisson. 
In 1985 and 1986 Bryc and Szablowski [4, 5] proved that if {W,; t e T} is a mean squares 
differentiable process uch that E(Ws[ W,), s t> t, s, t e T, is a linear function of W, and var(Wsl Wt), 
s i> t, s, t e T, is nonrandom (i.e. depends only on s and t) then one-dimensional distributions of 
{W,} must be Gaussian. An example of Poisson process having also linear E(Ws[ W,) and 
nonrandom var(W~[ W,) for s ~>t, s, t e T, indicates that the mean squares differentiability 
assumption is important. 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize the result of Bryc and Szablowski and also partially 
generalize and complement result of Plucifiska and Wesolowski. Our result will be complementary 
to Plucifiska one in the sense that we will consider the functions E(Ws[ W n . . . . .  Wtn) and 
cov(W~, WuI w,~ . . . . .  W,.) for 
s, u >f rain ti 
l~t~n 
only. 
As the above mentioned remark concerning Poisson process indicates one has to "pay for this 
limitation". "The payment" will be the assumption that considered processes are mean square 
differentiable. We will generalize result of Plucifiska and Wesolowski in the sense that we will drop 
assumptions that E(IV,[ W,~ . . . . .  Wtn) is linear and cov(W~, W~[ Wt~ . . . . .  Wt, ) nonrandom. The 
technic used in derivation of the system of partial differential equations relating the first two 
conditional moments of the process { W,} to its finite dimensional distributions will be based on 
the multidimensional generalization of the main result proved in [5]. This generalization is
presented in Section 4 and is believed to be applicable not only in the context considered in the 
paper. 
Hence let {Wt}, t e T cR  (T being a segment or a union of segments) be a mean square 
differentiable process defined on some probability space (f2, B, P). 
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In order to simplify and shorten notation we will use matrix-vector notation; i.e. we will consider 
all vectors to be columns, and x T will denote transposition of the vector x. We will also use the 
notation 
7~"= {t~ T": tT=( f i  . . . . .  t.), t ,~  tj, i ~ j ,  i , j=  1 . . . . .  n}. 
If t ~ 7 ~", then 
At= min ti, 
n>~i~l 
W, = (Wt l  , . ,  W T • . In )  , 
Itl min ti tjl; = i~j  I - -  
w~, = (w, ,  . . . . .  w, ,  _, ,  
= Itl. 
w,,_, ,  w,, +, . . . . .  w,.  )T; 
For every n = 1 . . . . .  let us consider functions: m.:T  x f "  x R"~R,  k.: T x T x ~" x R"-~R 
defined by the relationships 
m.(s, t ,  Wt )=E(Ws lWt)  a.s. (1) 
k.(s, u, t, Wt) = E(WsW. IWt)  a.s. (2) 
We will consider these functions only for s, u >t A t. 
Remark  1 
Since {W,} is m.s. differentiable, the functions m,(s, t, x), k,(s,  u, t, x), n >/1, are differentiable 
w.r.t, s and s, u respectively for almost all (w.r.t. the distribution of  Wt) x ~ supp Wt. Moreover 
we have 
and 
m.s. 
Vi=l  . . . . .  n, W~ ,Wt  
~0 
m.s. 
(w~'  - w , ) /E  , (0, . . . ,  - w ; ,  , . .  ,0 )  = - w ' , ,e ,  ~, 
¢~0 
where W; denotes m.s. derivative of  Wr and e;  = (0 . . . . .  1 . . . . .  0) T (1 on ith position). 
Since the proof  of  these facts is trivial we will omit it. We will be using derivatives of  functions 
m, and k, calculated w.r.t, s and s, u respectively. In fact these derivatives will be taken only at 
points ti, i = 1 . . . . .  n. However, in order to avoid confusion the order of  differentiation, we will 
sometimes be considering functions 
v.(s, t, x) = Om.(s, t, x)/Os, s >t At, (3) 
c.(s, u, t, x) = 02kn(s, u, t, x)/Os Ou - v.(s, t, x)v.(u, t, x), s, u >I At. (4) 
We will also use the notation 
df 
vj(t, x) = v~/(t, x) = vj(tj, t, x), j = 1 . . . . .  n; 
df 
c•(t, x) = c~(t, x) = e,(t,, tj, t, x), i , j  = 1 . . . . .  n. (5) 
That is, we will drop the subindex n whenever it will not cause confusion. 
In order to avoid unnecessary technical complications we will consider m.s. differentiable 
processes {Wt } such that 
(A1) Vt ~ T", supp Wt = R". 
(A2) Yn~l ,  V teT" ,  
w,,: 0):0 
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(A3) Vn >t 1, j = 1 . . . . .  n, the function v~/(t, x) is continuously differentiable with respect o xj. 
(A4) Vn I> 1, te l  TM, s >_-At, the functions v~(s,t,x) are continuously differentiable w.r.t. 
t~ . . . . .  tn and moreover the functions dvn(s,t, x)/dtj, j = 1 . . . .  ,n, are continuous as 
functions of x~ and uniformly continuous as functions of t~ on every compact set K c R n 
(i.e. K c supp Wt) for i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
(A5) Yn >i 1, i , j  = 1 . . . .  , n, 
m.s. 
v~(tj, t, W[') , vn(tj, t, Wt) 
c~O 
and 
m.g. 
avn(tj, t, W~t )/~x, , dvn(t/, t, Wt ) /~x , .  
c~O 
Remark  2 
Notice that Assumption (A5) imposes, apart from continuity of the functions concerned, certain 
moment conditions on the process { W~} which are not restrictive, if for example the functions 
on(s, t, x) and Ovn(s, t, x)/c~x, as a function of x, do not grow faster than linear ones as I x l~  Go. 
One of the main results of the paper is the following. 
Theorem 1 
Suppose that {Wt; t e T} is a mean square differentiable process atisfying (AI). Suppose that 
for fixed n 1> 1 the functions vn(s,t ,  x) and cn(s, u , t ,x )  defined by (1)--(4) satisfy conditions 
(A2)-(A5). Then the n-dimensional distributions of { Wt; t ~ T} have densities f~ (t, x), t E f-n, such 
that system of n 2 partial differential equations 
C~ciyf/dxi  -~ --go'f,  i , j  = 1 . . . . .  n, (6) 
is satisfied, where we denoted for simplicity, c,j = c~(t, x), f =fn(t, x), 
df 
v.,(t, x)c~vn/(t, x) /dx,  + dvn(s, t, x)/Ot~l,~,j = g,~(t, x) = gu" (7) 
Remark  3 
Notice that expansion theorem of Section 4 gives also a sort of converse statement. Namely, if 
{ IV,; t ~ T}, is such that (A1), (A2) are satisfied and, if every finite dimensional distribution of Wt 
has density fn such that the function c~f~ is absolutely continuous w.r.t, x; and (~c~f~/axt)/fn is 
continuous as a function ofx~, then the function vn(s, t, x) is continuously differentiable with respect 
to t; at s = t~ and (6) is satisfied. 
Remark  4 
Notice that the system of equations (6) can easily be solved in the sense that the density f can 
easily be found, provided each function c~ is differentiable w.r.t, x~, i = 1 . . . . .  n. Under this 
assumption, the system of equations (6) can be rewritten in the form 
df 
dfn(t, x)/c~x~ = - (g Jc~ + c~ In cJdx~)f~ = G Jn ,  i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Let us further assume that the functions Gt are such that G~ is differentiable w.r.t, xj, i, 
j = 1 . . . . .  n. Then we must have: c~Gt/c~xj = OGj/cgx~, i , j  = 1 . . . . .  n, and the functionfn is uniquely 
defined by the formula 
lnfn(t, x) = D + G,(xol . . . . .  Xo~_ l, z, x~+ l . . . . .  xn) dz,  
i - I  
where ~ = (x.~ . . . . .  ;Con) T is some fixed point in R n and D is a suitable constant. What is, however, 
more interesting is to study mutual relations between elements c U and gu which are the consequences 
of (6). This can be done, however, under some additional assumptions concerning differentiability 
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of functions cq and g,~, i, j = 1 . . . . .  n. More precisely we will assume that one can differentiate both 
sides of (i, j)th equation (6) with respect o x~. In order to formalize it we will introduce the 
following definition. 
Definition 1 
Let {IV,; t~T} be a m.s. differentiable process satisfying (AI). Let functions m,(s,t ,x),  
k,(s ,  u, t, x) be defined by this process according to (1) and (2) for every n >I 1 and te  T". Let 
functions v, (s, t, x), c, (s, u, t, x) be defined by functions m, and k, according to (3) and (4). Suppose 
that functions v,, c, satisfy conditions (A2)-(A5). Moreover assume that Vn >/1, i, j = 1 . . . . .  n, 
derivatives ~2c~j/~x~dxi and ago/dx j exist and are continuous (as functions of x ~ R") where cry, gv 
are defined by (5) and (7). Then the process {I4.',; t e T} will be called a smooth process. 
Remark  5 
If {IV,; t e T} is smooth then its finite dimensional densities f , ( t ,x)  are twice differentiable 
w.r.t.x. 
Example  1 
An m.s. differentiable process { W,; t ~ T} having linear (as a function of x) regression functions 
(i.e. functions m,) and nonrandom conditional covariance functions (i.e. functions k , )  is smooth, 
provided the covariance function of W; is continuous. 
The main result of the paper states that for smooth processes one can give relatively precise form 
of n-dimensional density f , ( t ,  x) of the analysed process as well as indicate mutual relationships 
between functions c~j and gu, i, h = 1 . . . . .  n. More precisely we have 
Theorem 2 
Let {IV,; t ~ T} be a smooth process uch that functions cU and go, i , j  = 1 , . . . ,  n, n >/1, defined 
by (5) and (7) are nonzero (Lebesgue a.e.). Then: (a) one can select the factorization 
go( t ,x )=du( t ,x )b , ( t ,x ) ,  du=~, ,  teT" ,  xeR" ,  i , j= l  . . . . .  n 
in such a way that there exists a function y (t, x) such that ~/~x~ = b~, i = 1 . . . . .  n; (b) there exists 
a function/z(t, x) such that 
~31~ci:/c~x~ = zi:b~, Zij = Zj~,  ddu#/dx ~ = A~jb~, A o, = Aji, i, j = 1 . . . . .  n 
and moreover there exist functions 
Cu and Dij: T" x R" -  I --* R, i ~ j ,  C~i, D, :  l "  x R" - ,  R, i, j = l, . . . , n, 
such that 
for i < j  and 
#(t, x)e~j(t, x) = Cu(t, ~(t, x), xl . . . . .  x,_ 1, x~+l . . . . .  xj_ 1, xj+l . . . . .  x,), 
#(t, x)du(t, x) = Du(t, y(t, x), xl . . . . .  xt- i ,  x~+l . . . . .  xj_ 1, Xj+l . . . . .  x,), 
/~(t, x)c,,(t, x) = Ct,.(t, ~(t, x), xl . . . . .  x,_ i, x,÷l . . . . .  x,), 
/z(t, x)d,(t, x) = Di~(t, 7(t, x), xl . . . . .  xi_ 1, x~+l . . . . .  x , ) .  
Moreover, functions C~ and Do., i, j = 1 . . . . .  n must be such that the function 
D~/Cu+d ln[Cu[/tt ~, i , j  = 1 . . . . .  n (8) 
does not depend on the indices i and j and is a superposition of some function Q (t, y), y e R, and 
function ?(t, x). Finally, (c) the n-dimensional density f,(t, x) of the process { W,; t e T} is of the 
form 
f . ( t ,x )=const ( t )exp( - fQ(t , , )d , )#(t ,x) ,  
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where const(t) is chosen in such a way that 
Vt~7", f 
Remark 6 
If n = 2 then for i eL  Ucu = Cu(t, y(t, x)), I~d o. = Ou(t, ~(t, x)), i, j = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Remark 7 
Notice that from Theorem 2 it follows that the function ), is defined completely by the functions 
bi, i = 1 . . . . .  n, and consequently by the function m., while the function Q(t, y) is defined only 
partially by the function c., i.e. consequently by the function k,. 
Since application of Theorem 2 seems to be complicated at the first sight we will present wo 
nontrivial examples. 
2. EXAMPLES 
2.1. A Smooth Process with a Linear Regression Function 
Let {W,; t E T} be mean square differentiable process satisfying (A1). Let us assume for 
simplicity that EW, = O, t ¢ T. Let K(s, t) = EW~W,, s, t e T, be its covadance function. Since Wt 
is assumed to be m.s differentiable O2K(s, t)/OsOtl,=,, t e T, exists. 
In order to formulate briefly the next result let us introduce the following matrices: 
H(t) = [K(t,, tj)],,j= ,....... (9) 
I .0> 
$ t t I J  I . . , t t  
= [0,K(s, u) ] (11) 
A(t) L I '=',j,;=;. . . . . .  ' 
g~t j  ' 
where t = ( f i , . . . ,  t.) T e T". 
Let us assume the following conditions: 
02K(s, t)/Os Otl s.,  is continuous on T. (Identifiability, I)
Vn i> l, Vte T", s ~>At, 
Vn/> 1, Vte ~" the matrix 
3a(s, t) e R", E(W, IW,) = aT(s, t)Wt. a.s. (Linearity, L) 
H(t) is nonsingular; (NonSingularity, S) 
Vn/> l, Vte ~" t = (t) . . . . .  t,) T, 
P(E(W~ 2, IWt) = 0, i = 1 . . . . .  n) - 0. (NonDegenerate, ND) 
Vn>/1, VtcT~matrix 
A(t)- *(t)H-I(t)*T(t) has all nonzero (Lebesgue a.e. on T') elements (Nonzero N) 
The following result is a consequence of Theorem 2 and results presented in [6]. 
Theorem 3 
Suppose the m.s. differentiable process {W,; t e T} satisfies conditions (I), (L), (S), (ND), (N). 
If it is known additionally that the functions 
02%(t, x)/Oxt Oxj, i, j = 1 . . . .  , n,  
exist and are continuous as functions of x for every n i> 1 and t ¢ :~ where the functions c¢(t, x), 
i , j  -- 1 , . . . ,  n, n t> 1, are defined by (5), then the process {Wt; t e T} is elliptically contoured, i.e. 
in particular: (i) Its n-dimensional densities are of the form 
f~(t, x) = (det H(t))-½F,(½xrH -'(t)x); 
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(ii) for every n >/1, i, j = 1 . . . . .  n, the functions c~:(t, x) are of the form 
c o (t, x) = a o, (t)q~ ( ½ xrH - l(t)x), 
where 
a,j(t) = ef(A(t) - ~(t)H-I(t)~r(O)e; 
and the matrices A(t), ~(t) and H(t) are defined by (11), (10) and condition (9) respectively; finally 
(iii) the functions F~ and q~ satisfy the relationship 
q~(y)F~(y) = Fn(z) dz, y > 0 (12) 
and moreover the normalizing equality 
f x ~/2- IF,(x) dx = F(n/2)/(2n) ~/2. 
Remark 8 
There are many characterizations of ellipticaUy contoured measures. They are presented for 
example in [6-8]. In particular, following Hardin's paper we know that conditions (I), (S), (N) and 
the following--E(W, IAWt) is a linear function of AW, for every m x n matrix A, m ~< n, Ys e T, 
t ¢ f'~--would imply Theorem 3. However, condition (L) is much easier to check. 
Remark 9 
Following [6] or [7] we know that the function Fn defining the density f~ of Wt must be equal 
to the Laplace transform of some positive measure on R +, and hence it must be infinitely many 
times differentiable for x > 0. Consequently, following formula (12), we deduce that the function 
q~ is also infinitely many times differentiable. Hence in particular the functions d2co/dx ~dxj exist 
and are continuous (as a function of x). Thus we get a partial converse of Theorem 3. 
Corollary 1.3 
Suppose that the process { W,; t ~ T} satisfies conditions (I), (S), (L), (N) and moreover if for 
every n >1 1, rE7  "~, s, u>~At, cov(Ws, WulWt) is a nonrandom function. Then, the process 
{ IV,; t ~ T} is a Gaussian process with appropriate covariance function K(s, u). 
Remark 10 
The above corollary is complementary to the results of Plucifiska and Wesolowski [1, 2]. It is 
complementary in the sense that we consider functions m~(s, t, x) and kn(s, u, t, x) only for 
s, u/> At, while Plucifiska and Wesolowski's results require these functions to be linear and 
nonrandom respectively, for all s, u e T. The conclusions are the same. We have to "pay" for this 
weakening of the assumptions concerning functions mn and k, with m.s. differentiability assump- 
tion. Examples of Poisson processes having linear function m~(s, t, x), s >>. t, and nonrandom 
cov(Ws, Wul IV,), s, u >i t, shows that the m.s. differentiability assumption is necessary. 
Remark 11 
Condition (N) requires that for every i, j = 1 . . . . .  n function 
df 
¢r,j(t) = eT(A(t) - ,(t)H-l(t) ,r(t))ej  
is practically nonzero on every open set 0 of ~n. Let us analyze this condition in more detail. 
a~j(t) is a function of n variables, continuous on ~n if only 3:K(s, u)/Os3u considered for s = u, 
is continuous on T. This follows properties of the covariance function and the definitions of 
the matrices A, , ,  H. However, ¢ru(t ) is a very complicated function of its variables. Intuitively 
a,j(t) should not be equal zero on any open subset 0 of ~ .  It is so for ag(t) is equal to 
W' E( ,~-Pt(W;i)(W;j-Pt(W;j))  where Pt denotes projection on the space spanned by 
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W~,,..., W,,, i.e. Wt. Hence a quantity E(Pt(W;.)Pt(W; ) )= eTq(t)H-l(t)~T(t)ej should change 
when tk, k # i, j, changes. On the other hand eiTA(tiel = 02~(tl ,  tj)/Oti Otj is only a function of t~ and 
tj. Hence these functions can be equal to zero on at most a boundary subset of 7". 
However, the above argument is only intuitive. Below we present some analytical conditions 
implying that ~r#(t) is not equal to zero for almost all t ~ 2r". 
Lemma 1 
Suppose matrices A, ~, H are defined by (11), (10) and (9) respectively. Suppose condition (I) 
is satisfied. Then o0.(t ) # 0 for almost all t ~ T" only if 
a (eTH~-_ m ,hj)2/(K(t:, t:) - hfH;_ ~ , hj)/Otj ~ 0 (I 3) 
for almost all t ~ f". Here H._ t denotes the (n - I) x (n - I) matrix which is obtained from matrix 
H by removing the jth row and column, 11/= [K(t:, fi) ..... K(tj, t:+ ,) ..... K(tj, t.)] T. 
Using this lemma and Corollary 1.3 we have the following characterization of the Wiener 
process: 
Corollary 2.3 
Let {X~, s I> 0} be the L2-proeess under consideration. Denote by /4:, = S~', dt its m.s. integral 
and W, = (Wt :  . . . , Wt, )T, fi, . . . , t, >. O, t = (fi . . . . .  t,) T. Then {X~; t t> 0} is a Wiener process iff(i) 
~u2(3s - u)/6, s >>. u, 
EW, W, = (s2(3u s)/6, s < u; 
Yn t> 1 ¥t ~ f"  (ii) E(XslWt) is a linear function of Wt; and (iii) coy(X,, X, lW,) is a nonrandom 
function for s, u t> A t. 
2.2. Process with Nonrandom Variance 
We will now consider m.s. process {W,; t ¢ T} having the properties EWt  = O, t e T, and 
Vn/>l,  t~f" ,  s ,u>/At ,  
O(s,  u, t, x) = coy(W,, W, IWt = x) = O(s,  u, t). (condition H) 
We will start analysis of these processes with the following remark. 
Let us recall interpretation of the functions o0, i, j = 1 , . . . ,  n, n 1> 1, given in Remark 11. Then 
following interpretation of the conditional variance, we have 
Vn~>l, t~f" ,  o~l(t)~>c,(t), i , j  = l . . . . .  n, 
where we denoted 
We have the following: 
02D(s 'u ' t ) [  i , j=  1 , . .  n. 
c U(t) -- Os Ou ~: ~' "' 
Theorem 4 
Let the m.s. differentiable process { Wt; t ~ T} be such that the conditions (I), (S), (N), (ND) and 
(H) are satisfied. Let m,(s, t, x )= E(W~IWt = x) a.s. t¢  ~", n >i 1, and suppose that functions m, 
satisfy conditions (A3)-(A5) of Section 1. Then the functions gu(t, x) defined by functions m, 
according to (7) must be such that the decomposition. 
gu(t, x) = ou(t)(eTH-I(t)x +,6~(t, x)) 
is possible where as before 
o0(t) = eT(A(t) - ~T(t)H-m(t)~(t))ej 
and the function ~0t(t, x) is a nonlinear function of x such that 
Op~/Oxj = Opj/Oxj, t e f " ,  x ¢ R", i, j = 1 . . . . .  n. 
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Moreover, the function D(s, u, t) = cov(Ws, WulWt) a.s. s, u i> At, te  7 ~", n >/1, is such that there 
exists a function c(t)~ (0, l )  such that 
O2O(s, u, 0/as Ou[s=,, = c(t)tro.(t). 
Finally the n dimensional density fn(t, x) of the process {IV,; t ~ T} is of the form 
- ln f , ( t ,  x) = ½xTH-t(t)x/c(t) + v(t, x), 
where v(t, x) is such that 
Ov/Oxi=#i, i = l . . . . .  n, n >l l. 
3. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND OPEN QUESTIONS 
(1) The theory presented in Sections 1 and 2 obviously concerns non-Markov processes. 
Equations (6) can be treated as a sort of analogy or extension of backward and forward 
Kolmogorov equations for the non-Markov processes. This is so because the Kolmogorov 
equations express finite dimensional densities in terms of the first two conditional (infinitesimal) 
moments. 
Hence one can state that for sufficiently regular Markov and non-Markov processes the first two 
conditional moments define finite dimensional distributions. Bryc in [3] has shown that this is also 
true for Poisson processes. Is it a general property of (say) time continuous processes that their 
first two conditional moments define finite dimensional distributions of those processes? 
(2) Notice that the theory developed above can be applied to any m.s. integrable process {X,}, 
for as W, we can take 
;o w, = X, ds 
and study distributions of {W,} as well as functions E(X,,, X, jlWt), E(Xt, lWt), t = ( t  I . . . . .  t,) T. 
In particular, we can characterize well known processes by their first two conditional moments 
conditioned upon the integrals of these processes. 
Example of such characterization is given in Corollary 2.3. 
(3) It would be interesting to give examples of other than linear regression functions atisfying 
conditions (A2)-(A5) and such that factorization of functions go = do.bi such that there exists ~, such 
that O~,/Oxi = b~, is possible. This would lead to smooth processes other than Gaussian-related and 
give rise to similar structure families of distributions other than elliptically contoured. It might be 
worthwhile to recall that elliptically contoured processes are not very interesting since every 
EC-process { W,} can be factorized as IV, = G,O where {G,} is Gaussian and O > 0 is a random 
variable independent of {G,}. 
(4) Notice that assertion (b) of Theorem 2 states that there exists a function #(t, x) such that 
the functions/~(t, x)c~/(t, x) and p(t, x)du(t, x) depend on x~ and xj "through" the function v(t, x). 
Under what conditions #(t, x)cu(t, x) is of the form (~,~(t, v(t, x)) for some function (~o.? Further, 
what should be additionally assumed, for example, about regression function (i.e. re(s, t, x)) to 
guarantee that/z(t, x) -= 1? 
Notice that then assertions of Theorem 2 would be much more clear and simple. 
(5) Notice that Theorems 1 and 2 provide some tools to study mutual relationship between the 
two notion of stationarity (in wide and narrow sense) of the smooth stochastic processes. First step 
in this direction has been already done. Namely it follows from Theorem 3 that a smooth, 
stationary in wide sense (i.e. K(s, t )=  K(s -  t)) stochastic process having linear regression (i.e. 
function ran(s, t, x) as function of x) has to be also stationary in narrow sense (i.e. distribution at 
Wtl . . . . .  Wtn is the same as that of W,m+ . . . . . .  Wt,+,; tl . . . . .  tn~ T, tt +E . . . . .  tn+E e T, c ~R) .  
One would like to ask what conditions hould be satisfied by the first two conditional moments 
of the smooth, stationary in wide sense process in order to guarantee its stationarity in narrow 
sense? 
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4. AUXIL IARY,  EXPANSION THEOREM 
Before we formulate an auxiliary theorem which would provide a necessary tool for further 
analysis we need to introduce the following notation. 
Let X/, Y~, i = 1 . . . . .  n, be 2n random variables and Zi(Q, E EI6 ffi ( -6 ,  c5), c~ >0,  i -- I . . . . .  n, 
n stochastic processes all defined on the same probability space (fl, B, P )  and such that 
z,(o) = o, 3T, E IZ , (O/E  -- r,I , o ,  i = 1 . . . . .  n ,  
(A) EIX, I<~,  EIT/I<~, EIX, T , I<~, i= l  . . . .  ,n, 
(B) EIX;(Z,(E)/E -- T,)I ,0. 
c~0 
Denote Y = (Yt . . . . .  Y~), e~ = (0 , . . . ,  0, 1, 0 . . . . .  0) r (1 on ith position) 
Y+e;Z~(Q=(Y I  . . . . .  Y~-i, Y~+Zi(E), Yi+l . . . .  , Yn) r, i=1  . . . . .  n. 
Let Pv denote the distribution of  Y. Let us define also the functions 
g,(y)=E(X~lY=y),  v i(y)=E(T~lY=y),  yeR ~, i= l  . . . . .  n, 
c,(y) = cov(X~, T~IY = y). 
Let (~ c R n be some open set in R ~. Let D(0-) denote a set of all infinitely many times differentiable 
functions ~ ~ R having compact supports, i.e. the set of  sample functions considered in the theory 
of  distributions by L. Schwartz. 
Our expansion theorem follows. 
Theorem 5 
Let Xt, Yt, Z~(E), i = 1 , . . . ,  n, be as described above and satisfying (A) and (B). Suppose further 
that for some open set ~ = R n, (i) for every i = 1 . . . . .  n the function gi is continuously differentiable 
with respect o Yi on ~ and the function viD~g~(D~f= df/ayi) is continuous on ~ (with respect o 
Yt); (ii) for every i = 1 . . . . .  n and every compact subset K c ~ the families (of r.v.s) 
I(V ~ K)g,(Y + e,Z,(6)), I(Y ~ K)g,(Y + e,Z,(E))Z,(E*)/~*, 
I(V e K)(Z,(E*)/E*)Dg,(Y + eiZ,(E)), E, E* ~ I6, 
are uniformly integrable; and (iii) Pv((c~(y)= 0)f3~)= 0, i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Then the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(a )  The distribution Pv of  Y restricted to ~ has density f such that for every i = 1 . . . . .  n the 
function c.0f as a function of y~ is absolutely continuous. Moreover, the function D~(c~f)/f is 
continuous on ~ (w.r.t. y~). 
(b) For every i = 1 . . . . .  n there exists a function b~: R~ R continuous w.r.t, y~ on ~ and a 
random process Oi(E) such that O~(E) is Y + eiZ/(e) measurable and 
VdprD('O), E-IE(o~(E)dp(Y+e~Zi(E))) ~0, i= l  . . . .  ,n. 
Functions b~ and processes o~(e), i = 1 . . . . .  n, are such that with probability 1 
E(XAY + e~Z;(e)) =g~(Y + e~Z~(e)) + eb~(Y + eiZ~(e)) + o~(e), i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Moreover, the system of  partial differential equations 
(b~ + v~D~g~)f = -D~(cif), i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
is satisfied on i~. 
Proof. See Appendix. 
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5. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS AND ADDIT IONAL PROPERTIES  
OF SMOOTH PROCESSES 
First we will present he proof of Theorem 1. It is based on the expansion theorem of the 
preceding section. In fact it is almost a reformulation of the expansion theorem. 
We will start with the following: 
Remark  12 
Notice that due to general formulation of the expansion theorem, assumption (A1) imposes no 
important restriction. It has been used only to simplify the formulation of the assumptions 
(A3)-(A5). 
We will be using Theorem 1 with Xi~-Wt '  ,, i=  1 ,n, Yi= W' i=1,  n, 
, . . .  t i ,  . . . ,  
Z,(E) = IV,, , - IV,,, i = 1 , n. Notice then that T~ = - W' _ . , . . .  l i . 
It is easy to see that EIX~I < oo, EIT~I < oo, EIXiTtl < oo, 
EIX i (Z i (* ) /E  -- T31 = E IW; , ( (W, , _ ,  - Wt i ) / ( ,  + Wtt i ) l  , O .  
L~0 
Further, using the notation of Theorem:5 on the left-hand side, we have 
g i (y )=E(W; , lW,=y)=v, ( t , t ,y ) ,  i=1  . . . . .  n, yeR" ,  
v,(y) = E(W; ,  IW, = y) = -v , ( t , ,  t, y), 
' = c,'(t, ., c~(y)=cov(X,., T i IY=y)= -cov(W,, ,  W~,IWt y) = - y), i = 1,..  n, y~R"  
Moreover, we have 
E(W~i  ]W~ ~) = vn(ti, t -- Eei, W~) = vni(t , W~) - -  £ c~vn(s , t, W~t)/(~tils=ti + Oi(E) 
df  
= g,(W~') + Eb,(W~') + oi(E), i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Hence, if only the assumptions of Theorem 5 were satisfied, we would deduce that Wt has density 
f,(t,  x) and moreover we would have 
- dc,J/~3ci = guf  
Now, knowing that the density exists and repeating the above argument with Xi = IV,, 
. . . . .  J 
i = 1 . . . . .  n, for some fixed j we get the remaining equations. Thts Ume we use assertion (11) of 
Lemma 2A of the Appendix. 
Hence it remains to check that assumptions (A2)-(A5) imply the assumptions of Theorem 5. 
Since we assumed (A3) we see that assumption (i) of Theorem 5 is satisfied. Similarly, since we 
assumed (A2) we see that assumption (iii) of Theorem 5 is satisfied (at least for i =j ) .  
To show that assumption (ii) of Theorem 5 is satisfied we need the following elementary result: 
Proposit ion I 
Let {X,}, { Y,}, E e Ia, for some 6 > 0 be two L2 random processes uch that 
E(X , -Xo)  ~ ,0; E (Y , -Yo)  ~ ,0 
for some L2 random variables X0 and Y0. Then, the family {X~Y,.,  E*, E ~ 16} is uniformly integrable. 
Proof  If we show that 
IEIX, Y,.I - EIXoYoll ,0  
C,L * ~ 0 
then by Theorem 5.4 in [9] we will get our assertion. We have, however, that 
IEIX, Y,.I - EIXoYotI <<.EIX, Y , . -XoYo I  <<. E I (X , -  Xo)II Y,.I + EI( Y , . -  Y0)llX01 ,0  
by our assumption and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Q.E.D. 
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Now notice that assumption (AS) and Proposition 1 imply that the families 
v,(tj, t, W[) (W, ,_ , . -  W,,)/~*, (Ov,(tj, t, Wkt)/Ox,)(W,,_,.- W,,)/E *, E*,e ¢I,,  are uniformly 
integrable for every n I> 1, i, j = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Since the function b~(x)= -Or,  (s, t, x)/Ot~[,.,, was assumed to be continuous [as a function of 
xT-(A4)] it remains to show that 
v~ ~ D(R") E(4,(WDo,(E)/O ,0. 
t--*0 
We have, however, 
E(qb(W~)((v,(tj, t -- e,.e, W~) -- v,(tj, t, W~))/E + Ov,(tj, t, W~)/Ot,) 
--- E(4~ (WD (Or. (tj, t - e,E*, W~t))/Ot,- Or. (tj, t, WD/Ot,) , O, 
t-"* 0 
0 ~ IE*l ~ Icl, 
Q.E.D. since ~b has compact support and we assumed (A4). 
The proof of Theorem 2 is based on a series of lemmas. Assertions of some of these lemmas 
contain important information concerning "structure" of the functions go, co, i, j = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Lemma 2 
Suppose the process {W, ; t~T} is smooth. Then it has finite dimensional densities 
{f,(t, x), n/> 1} satisfying n(n - 1)/2 differential equations 
go 0 lnf/Oxj -- go 0 lnf/Ox~ = Ogj~/Oxi -- Ogo/Ox j, i #j .  (14) 
Proof Since O~cuf/OxjOx~ = O2cj~f/Oxi Oxj we get Ogof/Oxj = Ogj~f/Oxi from which (14) follows. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 13 
The following lemmas and theorems will be proved under (among others) the assumption that 
Vn, i, j = 1 . . . . .  n, functions go are not zero for almost all t ~ ~", and x ~ R". 
Inspecting (14) we see that we deal with a system ofn(n - 1)/2 linear equations which are satisfied 
by 0 l n f /ax ,  i = 1 , . . . ,  n. With a tittle thought we see that one has to distinguish the two cases 
n = 1 and n >i 2. However, the case n = 2 has some additional characteristic features which we will 
later point out. 
If n = 1 there are 0 equations of the form (14) and one (in fact ordinary differential equation) 
of the form (6), namely 
d(cf)/dx = -g  f, 
which can be easily solved to give 
f =const exp(- f(g/c))/c 
where const is chosen in such a way that 
R f  1, 
The only restriction imposed on the functions c and g is that e > 0 and the integral 
i.e. Ec(W,), is finite. 
If n/> 2, it turns out that the functions ca and g0, i, j - -  1 . . . . .  n ,  are mutually related and some 
of them must have a specific form. We have: 
Lemma 3 
Let { IV,; t e T} be a smooth process with functions cu, g~j i, j ffi 1 . . . . .  n, n/> 2, defined by (5) 
and (7). Suppose that for almost all t ¢ ~", x ~ R", c0(t, x) and g0(t, x), i, j = 1 , . . . ,  n, are not equal 
zero then the following results hold. 
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(i) Functions gog can be factorized as follows: gog= dob ~ where dog = dji, i , j  = 1 . . . . .  n. This 
factorization is unique with the accuracy to the functions which do not depend on the indices i.j. 
Consequently one can always select function bi in such a way that Ob~/Oxj, i, j = 1 . . . . .  n, exist. 
(ii) Every factorization considered in (i) must satisfy 
V, j , k ,  i~ j~k~i ,  
0 = bk(Ob,/dxj - ObH3x~) + b j (Ob JOx , -  t3b,/OXk) -- b , (Obk /Ox j -  Ob/OXk) 
+ bkbj O In Id, k/dogl/Ox , + b,bkO In [dog/4kl/Ox j + bib, O In 14k/d, kldxk. (15) 
(iii) i , j , k= l  . . . . .  n, i# jek¢ i ,  
O In [cog/cjkl/Ox i = gjk/Cjk -- gog/Cog. (16) 
(iv) i e j, i , j  = 1 . . . . .  n, 
b~ O In [d oo /c~jl/ dx  j - bj O ln[do/ col/t3xj = ObH Ox t - t3b~/ Oxj. (17) 
Proof .  We have n(n - 1)/2 1> n - 1 for n i> 2 and n(n - 1)/2 >/n if n/> 3 linear equations (14) 
satisfied by the functions 0 lnf /Oxg,  i = 1 . . . . .  n. Thus it seems that at least for n/> 3 this system 
could have a unique solution. This is, however, impossible since it would mean that O lnf /Ox~, 
i = 1 . . . . .  n, or equivalently f , ,  would be defined only by the functions {v,(s, t, x), n/> 1}, that is 
by the first conditional moments of the process { Wt}. Consequently one-dimensional density f~ 
would be defined by the functions {v,, n >/3} (f~ is obtained from f , ,  n/> 3, by integration). We 
have however equation d(c~f~)/dx = -g~f~ whose solution depends on the function c~. 
Thus the principal matrix A of the system (14) must have rank < n. that is, there must exist a 
vector a = [a~(t, x) . . . . .  a,(t, x)] v whose elements are functions of t e 7 ~" and x~R"  such that 
Aa = 0. Now it is easy to notice, that matrix A is a n(n  - 1)/2 x n matrix having in each row two 
elements gog and -gj~ and n elements in each column. In column N° j  these are -g0  if i > j  and go 
i f /< j .  Thus condition Aa = 0 can be reduced to the existence ofa~ . . . . .  a, ~ R such that agog = agjt, 
i, j = 1 . . . . .  n. It is easy to notice, that since go ¢ 0, i, j = 1 . . . . .  n, then either all ai, i = 1 . . . . .  n, 
are zero or all nonzero. Hence denoting d o = ajgo/(acQ , bi = a~, i, j = 1 . . . . .  n, we see that gog = dogbi, 
d o = dji. Hence we proved (i). 
(ii) Notice that under assumption go = dob ,  dog = dj~ ~ 0 system of equations (14) can be reduced 
to 
bj 0 ln f/Ox~ - b i O ln f /Ox j  
= b~ O In ]dog I/dxj - bj t3 In [dog ]/Ox~ + Ob~/Oxj - Obj/Ox~, i, j = 1 . . . . .  n. (18) 
Consider now equations (18) for fixed pairs (i, j ) ,  ( i , k ) ,  (j, k) .  Multiplying first one of these 
equations by bk, the second by -b j  and the third by -b~, adding them side by side we get (15) 
since the sum of the left-hand sides would be equal zero. 
(iii) We have 
c o d lnf /t~xi  + ¢~cog/Ox i : --gog, Cik O ln f /Ox i  + t~Gk/dxi = --gik. 
Multiplying first of the above equations by c~k and the second by -cog and adding them side by 
side we get 
c,k Ocog/Ox~- cog dc,~/t3xi = c&~ - ci~gog. 
Dividing both sides of this equation by C~kCog we get (16). 
(iv) We start with O ln f/t3xi + 0 ln l%l/Oxi = -(dog/cog)b ~. Since t~: ln f/Ox~Oxj and O ~ In Co/OX,OX ~ 
are invariant under transformation (i, j ) -+(  j, i) we get (17). Q.E.D. 
Lemma 4 
Under the assumptions of Lemma 3 the following three conditions are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a function #(t, x )# 0 such that 
Vi, j = 1 . . . . .  n, Ol~bi/Oxj = dl~bj/Oxi. 
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(ii) There exists a function v(t, x )# 0 such that 
Vi, j = 1 . . . . .  n, Ovdo/dx, = xob~ 
(iii) There exists a function v(t, x) # 0 such that 
Remark 14 
where XofX~. 
• (O(f/v)/Ox~)2#O and Vi, j=  l , . . . ,n ,  
i=m 
OVCij /OX i ~- Aob ~ where Av = Aji. 
(19) 
(20) 
df 
3CoV /OX , = ( -  l /~(~ ) ) (d j  + covlt dq~/d?)b, = hob,; h o = hj~. 
Besides, we have O(f/v )/Ox~ = a¢ /Oxi = I~b~d~ /d~. 
Hence we can select v in such a way that O(f/v)/Ox~ # 0 for at least one i. 
(iii) =~ (i). We have 
-dvbv  ¢ = Ocof/Ox , = ( f ly )  Ocov /Ox, + coy O(f/v )/~x, = zo(f/v)b~ + c~v d(f/v)/Ox,. 
Hence 
c ovO (f/v)/Ox, = - (d o f + zo(f/v))b,. 
SO 
Notice that Xu and A 0 in (19) and (20) respectively can be equal to zero. We will use this fact 
later on when analyzing processes with constant conditional variance or with linear regression 
function. 
Proof. (i) =~ (ii). Using the fact that aguf/ax j = Ogjif/Oxi # 0 i, j = 1 . . . .  , n and factorization 
go = dobi where b~s are such that 
Obd~/Oxj = Oby/Ox, 
we get 
b, Odo( f lu ) lOx : -  bj Odo(f/l~)/Ox , = O. 
We again have a system of n(n - 1)/2 equations which have a nonzero solution (b~,.. . ,  b,). 
Thus, the principal matrix of this system must have rank < n. Hence, repeating the argument used 
in the proof of assertion (i) of Lemma 3 we deduce that Odu(f/#)/Ox~ must be factorized in the 
following way: 
Odo.(f/lt)/Ox, = gyi,  Zo = Zj,. 
If g~j = 0 then our assertion is true. If go # 0 then we have ?~bj = ),jbi, i, j = 1 . . . . .  n, i #j .  Hence 
we deduce that 3m # 0 such that mb~ = Vi, i = 1 , . . . ,  n. Thus one can select a factorization 
postulated in assertion (ii). We also showed that v =f /#.  
(ii) =~ (i). If (ii) is assumed then it is easy to see that we have also 
a lnlduvl/Ox, =iob,  where io = Zo/(dov) •
Thus applying this remark to (9) we get 
W,.Lk,  i# j#k#i ,  
bk(Ob,/~xj - Ob/Ox,) + bj(abk/Ox, - Ob,/Ox,) - b , (Ob, /~x j -  Ob/~x,)  = O. 
The above equalities form necessary and sufficient conditions (according to Frobenius theorem 
concerning differential forms) for the integrability of Pfaff's form I;k~ dx,  That is, for the existance 
of function/t # 0 such that (i) is satisfied. 
(i) ~ (iii). If we have (i) then there exists function r such that O?/Oxi = p.bt, i = 1 . . . . .  n. Let 
be any Cm function of one variable such that d~/d? # 0. Let us take v =f/~(~).  We have then 
-dob  f = Ocof /Ox, = Ocov .( f  /v )/Ox, = Oc,jv /Ox,( f  ~ + cov(d ,  (, )/d~ ) l~b,, 
\v /  
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Similarly we get 
cov a ( f /v) /Oxj  = - (do f  + Zo (f /v))bj .  
Multiplying the first of these equations by bj and the second by - bi and adding them side by side 
we get 
cov(b j O(f /v)/Oxi  - b, O( f /v  )/Oxj) = O. 
Since O(f/v)/Oxi  ~ 0 for at least one i we deduce that three exists # ¢ 0 such that O(f/v)/Oxi  = bilz, 
i = 1 . . . . .  n. Hence we get (i). Q.E.D. 
Remark  15 
Notice that equations (14) take a specially simple form if we can find a factorization of go, 
i = 1 , . . . ,  n, in such a way that go = dobi and ObjOxj = Ob/Ox, i, j = 1 . . . . .  n. Namely, using 
Lemma 3 we have 
bid ln ( f /v ) /Ox j= bjO ln(f/v)/Oxi, i , j  = 1 . . . . .  n, 
where v is a known function such that Odov /dx i = zobi, Xo = Zji, i, j = 1 . . . . .  n. Besides, it is known 
that then exists a function 7:R" - - *R  such that OV/Oxi=bi, i = 1 . . . . .  n. Moreover, applying 
standard facts concerning partial differential equations of the first order we deduce that the density 
f must have the form f= vq~(V) where q~: R--* R is any C~ function of one variable. 
We will show that this is a general case with the help of the following lemma. 
Lemma 5 
Let 4>: R"-- . ,R be a CI function satisfying the condition 
O~)/OX l=f l l  , O(~/OX2=f l2  , where f l i#O, i= l ,2 .  
Then, there exists a function 2,: R"~R such that O;~/dxi= fli, i = l, 2, and such that 
4~ = 4 ' (~(x l  . . . . .  x . ) ,  x3 . . . . .  x . ) ,  (xl . . . . .  x . )  e R", 
for some CI function q~: R"- I - - *R .  
Proof. It is easy to see that the function ~ satisfies the partial differential equation 
[L o¢  /Ox2 - ~2 O4) l~x ,  = o. 
Let ui(xl . . . . .  x , ,cb)  =e i ,  i = 1 . . . . .  n, be n independent solutions of the system of ordinary 
differential equations 
dx l / ( - f l2 )  = dx~/flt = dx3/0 . . . . .  dx,/O = d~b/0. (21) 
It is easy to see that ~b = ~1, xi = ei, i = 3 , . . . ,  n, ~,(xj . . . . .  x,) = e2 where 7 is any such function 
that O~/Oxi =//i, i = 1, 2, are the solutions of the system (21); i.e. are the functions ui. Hence, 
applying standard knowledge about partial differential equations of the first order we know that 
equation F(?, x3 . . . .  , x,, 4 )= 0, with F being any C~ function, gives ~b. Q.E.D. 
We are now in the position to present he proof of Theorem 1. Lemma 5 applied to (i, j )th 
equation (6) with go= dob i implies that for fixed te / f "  and i < j  we have 
c j  = 7 io ( ro (x l  . . . . .  x , ) ,  x l  . . . . .  x , _  1, x i+ , . . . . .  x ; _  ~, x j+ ~ . . . , x , ) ,  
where F 0 is any function such that 
t~FO/C3x j = bi, OFo/Ox j = bj. 
Hence 
- dobtf = Ocof/Ox i = biO~o/t?F o. 
2 2 Thus we deduce that -d  o = (I/f) OTio/OF U. Hence Odo/Ox i = bid 7(o/OF o and obviously O2Ao/OF ~ is 
invariant under the transformation (i, j )  --* (j, i) (c o = cji). Now we apply Lemma 4 and deduce that 
there exists a function v(t,x) such that Ovbi/Oxj=OvbflOx, i , j  = 1 . . . . .  n. Let us now select a 
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factorization go = dob~ such a way that v = 1, i.e. that there exists a function ~,(t, x) such that 
O~/Ox~ ffi bj, i = 1 . . . .  , n. Hence we have (a). 
(b), (c). Applying Lemma 4 further, we deduce that there exist functions #l and #: R"--, R such 
that 
OltlCo/OX i = Zobi and O#du/Ox i = Aub i, 
;(u = Zs;, A0 = As~, i , j , . . . ,n .  
From (16) it follows that we can take # = ~1. 
Now we apply Lemma 5 again and deduce that for i < j  
#c0 = C0(t, r(t, x), x~ . . . . .  x , _  1, x ,+ ~ . . . .  , x : _  ~, xs+ ~ . . . . .  x , ) .  
Since ~ exists we have taken ? instead of  F u. Similarly we get 
#d o = Do(t, ?(t, x), xl . . . . .  xi_ I, xi+ i . . . . .  xs- 1, xs+ z . . . . .  x~). 
For  i = j  we change variables (x~ . . . . .  x~) ~ (?, Yz . . . .  , y~), y~ = x~_ t, if k < i and Yk = Xk, k > i, 
and we get functional forms/zci~ and #d~, 
S incefmust  satisfy the system (14) of  partial differential equations we deduce that for fixed t e I'~, 
fmust  have a form f= #F(y) for some C~ function F: R ~ R. Hence taking the (i, j ) th  equation 
(6) we get 
--b~lu#F = OCola (f/g)/Ox, = F O#Co/OX , + c o dF/d~,p.b, = b,FOCo/O r + Cub ~ dF/d~,. 
Since # ~ 0 and b~ ~ O, i = 1 , . . . ,  n, we get 
d In F/dy = -Do/C  o - O lnlCul/0 ~. 
Since d In F/dy is a function of  ? only we have (b). (c) is an immediate consequence of  (6) and 
(7). Q.E.D. 
Proof of  Theorem 3 
We will now show that, if conditions (I), (L) and (S) are satisfied then process { Vet; t ~ T} 
satisfies conditions (A3), (A4) and (A5) of  Section 1. 
(ad A3). Since v,(s, t, x) = [OK(s, ti)/Os . . . . .  OK(s, t,)/Os]q'I-I(Ox we deduce that for s = t:, 
j = 1 . . . . .  n, the function v,(t s, t, x) is continuously differentiable with respect o x s, j = 1 . . . . .  n. 
(ad A4). Since we assumed (I) we see that v, (s, t, x) is continuously differentiable with respect 
to t~, i = 1 . . . . .  n, and more over the function Ov,(s, t, x)/Ot~ is continuous w.r.t, x and as a function 
of  t~ is uniformly continuous for all x ~ K = R" (K-compact set) because it is linear in x. 
(ad A5). Since v,(s, t, x) is linear x and { I4",; t ~ T} is m.s. continuous, it is clear that condition 
(A5) is satisfied. 
Hence, in order to apply the theory developed in the previous sections we need only to assume 
tht supp Wt = R" if t~ 2?" and that condition (ND) is satisfied. 
Let us now compute the coefficients g0(t, x) and find a factorization 
We have 
go=dob~, i , j=  l . . . .  ,n. 
v. (t,. t, x) = e~ql(t)H- I(t)x 
av.(t:, t, x)/~x, = eTq,(t)H-~(t)e. 
0v. (s, t, x)/0ttJ,. ~ ffi e~ ~ ~(t)/0tJ- l- ~(t)x - e~ql(t)H- z(t) (e~eTql(t) + ~r(t)e~e~H - ' ( t )x 
ffi e~r(A(t)e,e~ - ql(t)H- '(t) (e, eTql(t) + ~T(t)ete~H - ~(t))x, 
because 
H - '(t)/0tt -- - H - '(t) (e,eTql(t) + q : ( t )e~e~H - '(t). 
e~ql(t)/&; = eTA(t)e~eT, 
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where matrices O(t) and A(t) are given by (10) and (11) respectively. Hence we have 
gu(t, x) = v,(ti, t, x) c~v,(tj, t, x)/c~x, + c~v,(s, t, x)/c~ti[,= tj 
= ef(A(t)e,e~ - 0(t)H-'(t)(eie~0(t) + OT(t)eie/+) + 0(t)H-I(t)e/e~0(t))H-I(t)(x) 
= ef(A(t) - 0(t)H-t(t)0T(t))e#~H - ~(t)x. 
We thus easily recognize that 
d~j(t, x) = a0(t) = ef(A(t) - 0(t)H-t(t)O/T(t))e,; 
bi(t, x) = e~H-l(t)x, 
because obviously d U = dj~ since the matrix A -  OH- lO T is symmetric. 
Thus, applying Theorem 2 we see that for every n/> 1, t ~ #", Wt has a density f ,(t ,  x) of the 
form 
f,(t,  x) = F,(t, ½xTH - '(t)x). 
That is, all finite dimensional distributions of { IV,} are elliptically contoured. We can now apply 
standard knowledge concerning elliptically contoured measures [4] and deduce that the function 
[', must be of  the form F, (t, y) = (det H-t(t))½F.(y) for some function of one variable F,. Further, 
from Theorem 3 in [6] it follows also that 
cov(Ws, WulW t = x) = m,(s,  u, t)q,(½xTH-I(t)x) 
and that functions F, and q, satisfy (12). Hence we deduce that 
Co'(t , X) ~-- ~2 cov(Ws, Wt[W t = x) /~s  ~Id[s = t, = ~ 2M. (s, u, O/as auL, = ,~ q, (½xTH-l(t)x); 
U=tj U=tj 
that is, cu(t, x )= ctj(t)q.(½x+H-](t)x). Applying this remark to the (i, j ) th equation (6) we get 
cu(t ) (det H-l(t))½ (qnFn) 'e~H- l ( t )x  -- - tru(t)e~H-l(t)xF. (½xTH - I(t)x) (det H(t))-½. 
Thus we deduce that cu(t)= au(t), i, j = 1 . . . . .  n. Q.E.D. 
Proof of  Corollary 1.3 
The assumptions of Theorem 3 are obviously satisfied. Hence { Wt; t ~ T} is an elliptically 
contoured process with function q,(t, x) = 1. Hence the function F, satisfies the equation F" = -F ,  
which yields F, = const exp( -x ) ,  x > 0. Q.E.D. 
Proof of  Lemma I 
Let us introduce the functions qu(t), i, j th  element of the matrix H-~(t), ~,u(t)= e~(t)H-~(t)e r 
Since e,rA(t)e~ does not depend on tk, k # 1, we have by straightforward calculation 
da,,(t)/dtj = - d (e~O(t)H-~(t)qt+(t)ei)/dty = - ai/(t) ('yq(t) + ?jr(t)) 
because ~(eTd/(t))/dtj = e~A(t)ejef. Hence, if we can show that ~ga,;(t)/~j is not equal zero for 
almost all t e T", then au(t ) is not equal zero for almost all t E T". Notice further that 
a~(t) = E(W~, - P,(W~, ))2. Hence, if a~(t) was constant if tj changed over some small interval this 
would mean that projection of W~, on W,t . . . . .  Wt, would be the same as the projection on 
W,~ . . . . .  Wtj ,, Wt, +, . . . . .  IV,. This would lead on its part to the conclusions that ?,~(t) would be 
equal to zer~)-if tj changed over an interval mentioned above. Similarly, considering daz(t)/cgti here 
is an analogous tatement concerning ?j~(t). We have thus concluded that if ?~j(t) and ?j~(t) are not 
equal to zero almost everywhere then au(t) is not equal to zero almost everywhere. Now we have 
c3q,,(t)/dtj = - e~H-1(1:) (ejefql(t) + qJr(t)ejef)H-~(t)e, = q~(t) (?o(t) + ?yi(t)). 
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Hence, if we show that Oq~(t)/Otj is not equal to zero almost everywhere then ?u(t) and ?j~(t) are 
not equal to zero a.e. However, using well known formulae for the inversion of the block matrices, 
i.e. 
[bAT ba] '=[A-'+A-'bbrA '/(a -brA-'b) --A-'b/(a --bXA-'b)l ' 
--bTA-I/(a -- bTA-lb) l / (a - bTA-lb) _] 
where A is a symmetric matrix, b vector and a scalar, applied to the matrix H we end with the 
conclusion that the (i, i)th element of the H -l as a function of ty is given by (13). Q.E.D. 
Proof  o f  Corollary 2.3 
=> Obvious. <= Following Corollary 1.3 the only thing which we have to check is if Yn t> 1, 
e~r(A(t) - ~(t)H-l(t)~r(t))ej # 0, i, j = 1 . . . . .  n ,  for almost all t ~ f". We however use Lemma 1 and 
check that the numerator of (21) is a polynomial of degree 4 while the denominator is a polynomial 
of degree 3 (of ty). Hence (13) cannot be a constant function of (of  tj) for almost all t¢ ~.  Q.E.D. 
Proof  o f  Theorem 4 
From assumption (H) it follows that Vn t> 1, i, j = 1 , . . . ,  n, cu(t, x) = c~(t). Hence in particular 
O lnlcu/cykl/Oxy = O, and consequently, under the assumption that gu # 0, we deduce from (16) that 
du(t, x)/c,y(t) does not depend on i, j ;  that is d~(t, x )= c/y(t)v(t, x) for some function v # 0. 
Let us now select a factorization of the functions gu = dobi in such a way that ObJaxj = Ob/dxt, 
i, j = 1 . . . . .  n, and denote by ?(t, x) a function such that Oy/~x~ = b~. 
Hence we deduce by (17) that then 
b~ lnlvl /Oxj= bj~ lnlvl/Ox~, i , j  = 1 . . . .  , n, 
and consequently that v = N(t, ?) for some C~ function N: ~"x  R--*R. 
Also we see that equation (14) takes the form 
b~ d ln f /~x j  = by ~ In f /axe,  i, j = 1 , . . . ,  n. 
Thus f ( t ,  x)= F(t,  ?(t, x)) for some Cl function F. Besides from (6) it follows 
- c~b~NF = c~ ~f/dx~ = cub ~ dF/d?. 
Hence d In F/d? = -N  or equivalently F(t, ?) = G(t)exp(-~N(t, ?) dy) where the function G(t) is 
chosen in such a way that 
Vt ¢ T" I F(t, y (t, x)) dx = 1. 
J R" 
It turns out that functions N, ?, F can be specified more precisely. If the function m, is to be 
differentiable with respect o s, t~, i = 1 . . . .  , n, and smooth we must have the decomposition 
m.(s, t, x) = hr(s, t )H- I ( t )x  + r.(s, t, x), 
where the function r, is nonlinear in x. Hence we deduce that the functions g~ must be of the form 
gv(t, x) = a,~(t)e~U-~(t)x + p~(t, x), 
where 
av(t) = e~r(A(t) - O(t)H-l(t)~r(t))ej, (22) 
O(t), A(0, H(t) being given by (10), (11) and (9) respectively. 
On the other hand, we know from previous considerations that 
Hence we have 
and consequently 
g~(t, x) = cu(t)b~(t, x)N(t, x) - -cu(t) 0 In F/ax~. 
- 0 lnf /Oxi  = av /c~rH - Ix + p~/clj = e~/cae~rl['I - x + p~/c~,  
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On the le f t -hand side o f  the above  equa l i ty  we have  a l inear  funct ion  o f  x whi le  on  the r ight -hand 
side we have  non l inear  one.  Thus  we deduce  that  a~/c~ does  not  depend on  the indices i, j so 
c0(t ) = %(t )c ( t ) .  
On the other hand, we deduce also that p~(t, x)/c~(t) depends only on the index i. Denote it by 
/~(t,  x),  i = 1 . . . . .  n. From the observations preceding formulations of Theorem 4 we get 
0 < c,,(t) = c(t)ai i (t)  <<. e,i(t).  
Thus  c (t) ~ (0, 1 >. 
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APPENDIX  
Throughout the proof we use the notation and the results of the distribution theory of L. Schwartz. The space D(0) of 
sample functions has been introduced already. By D'(O] we denote the space of distributions, i.e. continuous linear 
functionals defined on D(O). Symbols D,  D, denote operations of partial differentiation with respect to x~ or z respectively. 
Operator D i is also defined on the space D'(D') by the formula <Dia, d: > = - <a, Did: > if a • D'(0") and ~ • D(D'). 
We will consider the following distributions and distributive functions (i.e. indexed families of distributions) considered 
for E • I6: 
<#Jo, dp > = EXiCJ(Y), <lz'~, dp> = EXidp(Y + eiZi(Q). <C', $ > = Ec,(Y)$(Y) 
<v~, ¢ > = Eg,(Y + eiZ~(*))¢ (Y + eiZi(*)), <~,~, d? > = Eg,(Y + e,Z~(t))q,(Y) 
The proof of Theorem 5 is based on three lemmas: Lemma I of [5], the following generalization of Lemma 2 of [5] and 
Lemma 3A below. 
Lemma 2A 
Suppose Xi, Y. Zi(E), i = 1 . . . . .  n, E e l  6, satisfy (A), (B) and suppose that for some open set ~ assumption (ii) of 
Theorem 5 is satisfied, then 
(i) ¥~b e D(O)(d/~/dE [,=0, dp> = EXi~D#(Y) ,  
(ii) V~b • D(O') lim (E -~(u~ - v~, ~b > + E -~<'y~ - #~, ~b ) = - (DiC i, dp ). (A. 1) 
¢~0 
Proof. We have 
E-'<#~-~o,q~>fEXW,(Z,(EO/~,)D#(Y+eiZ,(t)) , EXiT~D#(Y), 0.< I,,I.< I,I. 
t~0 
We thus get (i). To get (ii) we write 
EXiTiD#(Y) = lim ~- J</~- #~, ~ > = lira ( (#~-  v~, q~ > + <v~-/z~, ~>)~-'.  
c~0 t~O 
But 
E -'<v~ - #~, ~b > = ~ -'(E(g,(Y + e, ZAt)) - gi(Y))~b (Y) + E(g,(Y + eiZ,(~)) (~ (Y + e,Z,(t)) - ~ (Y))). 
Now notice that the second summand on the right-hand side of the above equality tends to EgI(Y)T~Ditb(Y) since 
assumption (ii) of Theorem 5 was used. To get (ii) it is enough to notice that 
EXiT~D~(Y ) - Eg,(Y)TjD,~(Y) = Ec,(Y)Di~(Y ) = -<DiC  i, ~>. Q.E.D. 
Notice that assertion (ii) of the above lemma can be understood as follows. If one of the limits appering on the left-hand 
side of (A.I) exists then the other one also exists. Notice also that under assumptions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 5 the limit 
lim E-t<~--~,~,~b>, OeD(~) 
¢~0 
exists and is equal to Evi(Y)Digi(Y)O(Y). 
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In order to formulate the next lemma in a brief form, we need the following notation and conventions. Let y • R ~, then 
y~ denotes its ith coordinate while f will denote the vector f=  (y~ . . . . .  y~_ ~, y~+~ . . . . .  y,) of R "-~. Let h: R ~-, R be any 
function. Then of course one can define function h: R × R~- t - ,R  such that h(x) = h~(x~, x~). For simplicity we will use 
the notation h(x) = h(x,  x ') whenever it will not cause misunderstanding. 
Having this, we can formulate the following lemma which is in fact a "conditional version" of Theorem 2 in [5]. 
Lemma 3.4 
Let X~, Y~, Z~(E), i = I ..... n, ~ • I~, be as described above. Suppose that for some i and open set ~ = Uj x ~2, Ui :R, 
(~2cR ,-~, 
(i) the function g~ is continuously differentiable w.r.t, y~ and function v~D~g~ is continuous on ~l (as a function of ?~); 
(ii) for every compact subset K~ families 
I(Y • K)(Z~(G)/EI)g~(Y + eiZ~(E2)), I(Y • K)g~(y + e~Z~(~)), 
I(Y•K)(Z,(~,)/G)D,g,(Y+e,Z,(Q)), 0<~ 1~2[, I~,[ ~< I~l, 
are uniformly integrable; and 
(iii) P((c,(y) = 0)~)  = 0. 
Then, the following two statements are equivalent: 
(a) for almost all y~ • 0 2 the conditional distribution of Y, conditioned upon Y~ = f and restricted to ~ has densityf(z I f)  
such that function (of z) q(z, y~)f(z lY') is absolutely continuous on ~ and the function D~(c~(z, y' ) f (z  l y~))/f(z l y ~) 
is continuous (as a function of z) on ~;  
(b) there exists functi~n b(z~ y~) continu~us (w.r.t. z ) ~n ~ f~r alm~st a~ y~ • ~2 and a rand~m variab~e ~i(~ ) - Y + e~Z~(Q 
measurable such that 
~b ~ D(~, x 0~), E~(Y + e,Z~(e))O,(~)/¢ ~ 0 
t~0 
and 
E(X,.[Y + e~Z~(~)) = g,(Y + e,Z~(~)) + ~b(Y + e~Z~(~)) + O,(~). (A.2) 
Moreover, we have for almost all f •  ~ ,  
(b(z, y') + v,(z, y')D~g~(z, y'))f(z [y~) = -D,(c~(z, f ) f ( z  Jr)). (A.3) 
Proof. (b)=~(a). As in the proof of Theorem 2 in [5] we deduce that (this time by Lamina 2A) that lira ~- ~(/z~ - v~, ~ ) 
exists and is equal to Eb(Y~,Y~). Further, considering assertion (ii) of the Lemma 2A for ~b = ~b~b2, ~b~ ¢D(~2), we get 
e(~b 2(Y')e((b ( Y, Y') + v,(Y)D~gLV))~b, ( r )l Yg) = E(~b2 (YgE(cAT)D~b,(Y)I Vg). 
Hence (because we deal with distributions) for almost all y~• ~2 
E((b(Y,, Y9 + v,(Y~, yOD~g~(Y~, y'))~b~(Y~)IY' = f )  = E(c~(y, ygD~b~(Y~)IY~ = f ) .  (A.4) 
Now notice that for almost all y~• ~2 
P,t~((z: c~(z, f )  = 0 )~)  = 0, 
where P~I~ denotes the distribution of Y~ conditioned upon Y~ -- y -- f .  this is because if it was otherwise we would have 
a contradiction with assumption (iii). Having this and recalling Lemma 1 of [5] we deduce from (A.4) that the conditional 
distribution of Y, conditioned upon Y~= y~ has a density (for almost all yie~2). 
It follows also from (A.4) that this density has to satisfy (A.3). Hence we get (a). 
(a) =~ (b). Consider ~b = ~b~b2, ~b~ • D(~t), ~b~ • D(O~). We see that the distribution D~C ~ is of the form 
(D,c', ~ > = f~,~(yg f~f,(y,)~ c,(y~, y')f(y,[y ) dy, dF,( f) ,  
where F~(f) denotes the distribution function of Y~. 
Similarly, for ~ = ~2 the distribution 
lim ~ -L(/+~ _ /~,  ~ > 
t~O 
has the same form, i.e. 
f ~b2(f) ;u~(y~)k(y~, y') dy~ dF , ( f )  
for some function k. 
Hence following Lemma 2A the distribution 
lim ~-i<p~ _ v~, ~) 
t~O 
must have the same form. Let us define the function 
df df 
h(z, f) = b(z, y')f(z )f) = - v/(z, f)D,g~(z, f)f(z lye) - D~(c~(z, ygf(z ly')). 
Because of our assumptions it is clear that the function b(z, f) is continuous (as a function of z) on U~ for almost all f e U2. 
Also from Lemma 2A and the definition of the function h it follows that for #5~b 2 ffi #b, 
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Besides, for almost all y~e ~2 we have 
E(b(Y,+Z,(E),y')d?I(Y,+Z,(Q)IY'=f) )E(b(Y. ygdpI(Y~)IY'=y ') 
since q~j ~ D(~ ) has compact support. Further, we proceed exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2 in [5] defining distributions 
6, 6,(E)/~. b~. o,(E)/~ by the formulae (for $ = $#~) 
<g,,)=f~J,~(ygf~,,,(z)b(z, ygf(zlygdzdFAy'), 
- I  i i a,(~)l~ ~ (/~<-v()-& o,(~)I~ =a,(~)l~ +~-b, ,  
where 
and then showing that 
and hence 
(b,, O ) = f~f),(y')E(b(y~ + Z,(E), yi)dpl(Y i + Z,(~))IY' = y') dF~(y') 
(o,(~)/E, 4~) , o. 
Further, since/a~, v~, b( were defined by some Y + eiZi(E ) measurable random variables we show that o~(¢) is also defined 
by some Y + e~Zi(~) measurable random variable o~(~) and that (o~(E), q~)= Eo~(E)O(Y + e~Z~(E)). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 5
Since 
where Q~ are n-dimensional open rectangles, i.e. 
0 = UQ,, 
n 
Q~ = × S~, 
1 
where S# are (possibly nonbounded) segments of R, one can prove the theorem for every rectangle separately. Notice that 
this can be done since we have (A.3). Thus, if the densityf of Y exists and has the postulated properties on O then from 
(3) we deduce that b I, i = l . . . . .  n, exist, are continuous on every rectangle, and hence can be extended to continuous 
functions on 0. Conversely, if bl are continuous on O, then from (A.3) we deduce that fhas  the desired properties on every 
rectangle and thus has desired properties on the whole of U. 
(b) =~ (a). Fix rectangle Q. Notice that we can apply I.~mma 3A. Thus we deduce that for every i = 1 , . . . ,  n, Y~ 
conditioned upon the remaining coordinates of Y has density such that (A.3) is satisfied. Thus in particular Y) has a density 
and Y2 conditioned upon Y~ has a density. Hence (Yk, Y2) has a joint density. Further, Y3 conditioned upon Y~ and Y~ 
has a density. Hence (Y~, Y2, Y3) has a joint density. Similarly, we deduce that (YI . . . . .  Yk), k = 4 . . . . .  n, has a joint 
density. Since (A.3) is true we deduce that the density of Y has the desired properties. 
(a) =~ (b). Since Y has a joint density there also exist all conditional densities of Yj conditioned upon yi = f .  We also 
deduce that these conditional densities atisfy assertion (a) of Lemma 3A. Hence for almost all y~ there exist functions 
bi(z, y~) continuous w.r.t, z and (A.3) is satisfied. To get system of partial differential equations given in Theorem 5 we 
multiply (A.3) for the fixed i by the density of Y~. Q.E.D. 
